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BURTONS CONSULTATION TABLE
115-023-BUNDLE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A simple consult table that will last a lifetime, retain its
looks, and impress your clients
 

Burtons consult tables are available in standard rigid or mobile versions. Supplied with a black table mat as standard, which
contrasts smartly with the stainless steel frame and provides a warm, noise-free surface for the patient.

 

Finished in a brushed satin the table top is formed from a single sheet of stainless steel with welded and polished corners; this
allows the top to be thoroughly wiped clean with no hidden dirt traps or rusting edges.

 

 

Key Features:

 

6 Tie down cleats available (optional extra)
Dimensions: 116 x 55 x 84.15 (including static feet)
Lead lined option
Mobile or static base
Optional Scales
Scales - Weight range: 0 - 145kg (Optional extra)
Scales - Increments: 50g (Optional extra)

 

Configure your perfect consulting table
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Keep you and your patients safe

6 x Securing cleats can be provided at a small additional cost if  required.

 

Make it mobile

Mobile versions are fitted with 75mm diameter total lock swivel castors, which not only brake the table travel, but also hold it firmly
in place, a particularly important feature when dealing with nervous animals.

 

Why not

Make your consultation table a set of scales for your practice by incorporating a weighing scale platform into the top. Ideal for
consulting and prep rooms where space is at a premium.

The scale can be operated via the mains adaptor or from the internal rechargeable battery and has a useful weight hold feature
included on the display

 

Save space and Combine your tables

Lead-lined versions are available as a further option, an Ideal combination for X-ray procedures and operations/examinations where
space is at a premium in the practice.

 

Scales - Weigh units: lbs or kg (Optional extra)

 

Manufactured to last

 

We dont just supply it! It is designed and built by Burtons in the UK at our principle manufacturing facility in Maidstone, Kent  Using
the latest CNCs and laser manufacturing processes and high quality stainless steel materials this product has been engineered from
the ground up to last!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

Animal Small Animal

SKU 115-023-bundle

Colour/Style Stainless Steel

TiltingTop No

Mobile No
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Good to know...

At Burtons we know you have a choice to shop with us,  that is why we always aim to delight our customers with a fast,  easy, shopping
experience. Making and sourcing only the best products we can find to fit your needs.Price Matching: We regularly check all  our prices
against competitors so you don’t have to.  If  you do find a like for like product cheaper we will  aim to not just match it,  but beat
it!Backorders: All  back ordered items will  be ordered and shipped as quickly as we can to you. Special  order items may take up to 4
weeks. Once ordered a member of our team will be in contact to keep you informed of estimated delivery dates.Returns Policy: You may
return new, unworn or unused products within fourteen (14) days of delivery for a full refund of the cost of the goods, or an exchange if
preferred. This is on top of your statutory rights
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